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Yeah, reviewing a book Urban Planning And Governance A New Paradigm could be credited with
your close associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood,
skill does not suggest that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as with ease as treaty even more than new will provide each success. bordering to, the
proclamation as without difficulty as perception of this Urban Planning And Governance A New
Paradigm can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Planning, Time, and Self-governance Sep 06 2020 Our capacity for planning agency is central to our
human lives. These essays aim both to deepen our understanding of basic norms that guide our planinfused thinking and to defend their status as norms of practical rationality. This defense appeals both to
forms of pragmatic support and to the ways in which these norms track conditions of a planning agent's
self-governance, both at a time and over time.
Territory, Identity and Spatial Planning Jul 17 2021 This book provides a multi-disciplinary study of
territory, identity and space in a devolved UK, through the lens of spatial planning. It draws together
leading internationally renowned researchers from a variety of disciplines to address the implications of
devolution upon spatial planning and the rescaling of UK politics. Each contributor offers a different
perspective on the core issues in planning today in the context of New Labour’s regional project,
particularly the government’s concern with business competitiveness, and key themes are illustrated with
important case studies throughout.
Metropolitan Regions, Planning and Governance Aug 30 2022 The aim of this book is to investigate
contemporary processes of metropolitan change and approaches to planning and governing metropolitan
regions. To do so, it focuses on four central tenets of metropolitan change in terms of planning and
governance: institutional approaches, policy mobilities, spatial imaginaries, and planning styles. The

book’s main contribution lies in providing readers with a new conceptual and analytical framework for
researching contemporary dynamics in metropolitan regions. It will chiefly benefit researchers and
students in planning, urban studies, policy and governance studies, especially those interested in
metropolitan regions. The relentless pace of urban change in globalization poses fundamental questions
about how to best plan and govern 21st-century metropolitan regions. The problem for metropolitan
regions—especially for those with policy and decision-making responsibilities—is a growing recognition
that these spaces are typically reliant on inadequate urban-economic infrastructure and fragmented
planning and governance arrangements. Moreover, as the demand for more ‘appropriate’—i.e., more
flexible, networked and smart—forms of planning and governance increases, new expressions of
territorial cooperation and conflict are emerging around issues and agendas of (de-)growth, infrastructure
expansion, and the collective provision of services.
Applied Remote Sensing for Urban Planning, Governance and Sustainability Oct 08 2020 This evaluation
of the potential of remote sensing of urban areas helps to close a gap between the research-focused results
offered by the "urban remote sensing" community, and the application of these data and products by the
governing bodies of cities and urban regions. The authors present data from six urban regions worldwide.
They explain what the important questions are, and how data and scientific skills can help answer them.
Regional Imperative Jul 29 2022 This book explains the recurrence of regional planning and of initiatives
in regional governance, in a wide range of advanced industrial countries.
The Ecosystem Approach in Ocean Planning and Governance Jun 03 2020 Applying much needed legal
and social sciences perspectives, the book provides in depth analyses of lessons learned and remaining
challenges associated with making the Ecosystem Approach fully relevant and operational in various
fields of marine governance.
Urban Food Systems Governance and Poverty in African Cities - (Open Access) Nov 28 2019 As Africa
urbanises and the focus of poverty shifts to urban centres, there is an imperative to address poverty in
African cities. This is particularly the case in smaller cities, which are often the most rapidly urbanising,
but the least able to cope with this growth. This book argues that an examination of the food system and
food security provides a valuable lens to interrogate urban poverty. Chapters examine the linkages
between poverty, urban food systems and local governance with a focus on case studies from three
smaller or secondary cities in Africa: Kisumu (Kenya), Kitwe (Zambia) and Epworth (Zimbabwe). The
book makes a wider contribution to debates on urban studies and urban governance in Africa through
analysis of the causes and consequences of the paucity of urban-scale data for decision makers, and by
presenting potential methodological innovations to address this paucity. As the global development
agenda is increasingly focusing on urban issues, most notably the urban goal of the new Sustainable
Development Goals and the New Urban Agenda, the work is timely.
Design Governance Mar 01 2020 Design Governance focuses on how we design the built environment
where most of us live, work, and play and the role of government in that process. To do so, it draws on the
experience of the Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE), a decade-long,
globally unique experiment in the governance of design. This book theorises design governance as an arm
and aspiration of the state; tells the story of CABE, warts and all, and what came before and after;
unpacks CABE’s ‘informal’ toolbox: its methods and processes of design governance; and reflects on the
effectiveness and legitimacy of design as a tool of modern-day government. The result is a new set of
concepts through which to understand the governance of design as a distinct and important sub-field of
urban design.
Strategic Planning and Implementation of E-Governance Aug 18 2021 The book is based on practical
experience gained during the planning and execution of e-governance projects in India coupled with
extensive research based on six national/multi-state-level agriculture related projects. It assesses egovernance projects in terms of desired project outcomes and analyzes performance from the viewpoints
of three key groups – planners, implementers and beneficiaries. It highlights six constructs: extent of
planning, comprehensiveness of strategy formulation, effectiveness of strategy implementation, changing
situation, stakeholder competence levels and flexibility of processes, which are applied to reveal shortfalls
in the existing planning and implementation system for e-governance projects in India. It also identifies a
set of significant strategic variables influencing performance based on three independent opinion surveys

of stakeholders located across the country, and uses these variables as the basis of strategic gap analyses
of some major ongoing agriculture related projects. Furthermore it presents lessons learned from crosscase quantitative and qualitative analyses in the form of a generalized strategic framework for improving
performance. Offering an overview of major e-governance projects, it uses several illustrative examples to
address the underlying issues and to support the study findings and recommendations. It also presents a
novel approach of building strategic alliances across related departments to achieve effective egovernance. The book will be of interest to the practitioners in government as well corporates who are
engaged in planning and implementation of e-governance projects spanning across various layers of
government. In Indian context, the learning issues are likely to trigger appropriate corrective measures for
generating better value from the several flagship projects envisaged under the Digital India Programme.
Further, it will interest the academic audience working on the strategic framework and constituting
constructs. It will also benefit business students and application software architectures who aspire for a
consulting career in the area of e-governance.
Spatial Planning and Governance Jan 23 2022 A major new introduction to the UK planning system. It
outlines the evolution and use of the new spatial planning approach which is increasingly adopted at all
levels of the UK planning system from European through to the national, regional, sub-regional and local
level.
Governance of Europe's City Regions Apr 13 2021 Governance of Europe's City Regions is a structured
overview of current debates on cities and regions. It clarifies contemporary debates about regionalism and
contributes new insights into the theory of 'new regionalism'.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN PRACTICE Oct 27 2019
Local Governance in the New Urban Agenda Aug 25 2019 The book explores and discusses some of
the changes, challenges and opportunities confronting local governance in the context of the new urban
paradigm associated with the HABITAT III New Urban Agenda, a 20-year strategy for sustainable
urbanization, adopted in October 2016 in Quito, Ecuador. The chapters included in the book address
public policy issues from different theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches, written by
authors from different academic disciplines within the broad area of social sciences (Geography, Political
Science, Public Administration, Spatial Planning, Law, Regional Science, among other fields), and offer
an inter-disciplinary vision of these issues. The chapters are written by members of the International
Geographical Union (IGU) Commission on Geography of Governance.
Governance and City Regions Nov 01 2022 City-regions are areas where the daily journeys for work,
shopping and leisure frequently cross administrative boundaries. They are seen as engines of the national
economy, but are also facing congestion and disparities. Thus, all over the world, governments attempt to
increase problem-solving capacities in city-regions by institutional reform and a shift of functions. This
book analyses the recent reforms and changes in the governance of city-regions in France, Germany and
Italy. It covers themes such as the impact of austerity measures, territorial development, planning and
state modernisation. The authors provide a systematic cross-country perspective on two levels, between
six city-regions and between the national policy frameworks in these three countries. They use a solid
comparative framework, which refers to the four dimensions functions, institutions and governance, ideas
and space. They describe the course of the reforms, the motivations and the results, and consequently,
they question the widespread metropolitan fever or resurgence of city-regions and provide a better
understanding of recent changes in city-regional governance in Europe. The primary readership will be
researchers and master students in planning, urban studies, urban geography, political science and
governance studies, especially those interested in metropolitan regions and / or decentralisation. Due to
the uniqueness of the work, the book will be of particular interest to scholars working on the comparative
European dimension of territorial governance and planning.
The Imaginative Institution: Planning and Governance in Madrid Jan 11 2021 Every 20 years since
1920, Madrid has undergone an urban planning cycle in which a city plan was prepared, adopted by law,
and implemented by a new institution. This preparation-adoption-institutionalization sequence, along with
the institution's structures and procedures, have persisted - with some exceptions - despite frequent
upheavals in society. The planning institution itself played a lead role in maintaining continuity, traumatic
history notwithstanding. Why and how was this the case? Madrid's planners, who had mostly trained as

architects, invented new images for the city and metro region: images of urban space that were social
constructs, the products of planning processes. These images were tools that coordinated planning and
urban policy. In a complex, fragmented institutional milieu in which scores of organized interests
competed in overlapping policy arenas, images were a cohesive force around which plans, policies, and
investments were shaped. Planners in Madrid also used their images to build new institutions. Images
began as city or metropolitan designs or as a metaphor capturing a new vision. New political regimes
injected their principles and beliefs into the governing institution via images and metaphors. These images
went a long way in constituting the new institution, and in helping realize each regime's goals. This
empirically-based life cycle theory of institutional evolution suggests that the constitutional image
sustaining the institution undergoes a change or is replaced by a new image, leading to a new or reformed
institution. A life cycle typology of institutional transformation is formulated with four variables: type of
change, stimulus for change, type of constitutional image, and outcome of the transformation. By linking
the life cycle hypothesis with cognitive theories of image formation, and then situating their synthesis
within a frame of cognition as a means of structuring the institution, this book arrives at a new theory
Politics and Conflict in Governance and Planning Sep 30 2022 Politics and Conflict in Governance
and Planning offers a critical evaluation of manifold ways in which the political dimension is reflected in
contemporary planning and governance. While the theoretical debates on post-politics and the wider
frame of post-foundational political theory provide substantive explanations for the crisis in planning and
governance, still there is a need for a better understanding of how the political is manifested in the
planning contents, shaped by institutional arrangements and played out in the planning processes. This
book undertakes a reassessment of the changing role of the political in contemporary planning and
governance. Employing a wide range of empirical research conducted in several regions of the world, it
draws a more complex and heterogeneous picture of the context-specific depoliticisation and
repoliticisation processes taking place in local and regional planning and governance. It shows not only
the domination of market forces and the consequent suppression of the political but also how political
conflicts and struggles are defined, tackled and transformed in view of the multifaceted rules and
constraints recently imposed to local and regional planning. Switching the focus to how strategies and
forms of depoliticised governance can be repoliticised through renewed planning mechanisms and sociopolitical mobilisation, Politics and Conflict in Governance and Planning is a critical and much needed
contribution to the planning literature and its incorporation of the post-politics and post-democracy
debate.
Strategic Governance Jun 23 2019 Included in this discussion are examples of institutions that have
successfully instituted "strategic governance." Factors that contribute to, or detract from, an effective
linkage between planning and governance are identified. The authors propose guidelines for
implementing strategic governance which they derive from case studies and other sources.
Metropolitan Governance and Spatial Planning Mar 25 2022 Metropolitan Governance and Spatial
Planning explores the relationship between metropolitan decision-making and strategies to co-ordinate
spatial policy. This relationship is examined across 20 cities of Europe and the similarities and differences
analysed. Cities are having to formulate their urban policies in a very complex and turbulent environment.
They are faced with numerous new pressures and problems and these often create contradictory
conditions. The book provides a theoretical framework for exploring these issues and links this to a
detailed investigation of each city. In the context of globalisation, cities in the last twenty years have
experienced new patterns of activity and these usually transcend political boundaries. The management of
these changes therefore requires an effort of co-ordination and different cities have found different
approaches. However the institutional setting itself has not remained static. The nation states in Europe
have handed over many responsibilities to the European Union while also increasing devolution to
regions and cities. Government has therefore become a more complex multi-level activity. There has also
been the move from government to governance. Many different public, quasi-public and private bodies
are now involved in making decisions that affect urban development. Metropolitan governance is
therefore also a complex multi-actor process. In these conditions of fragmented governance and the
widening spatial networking of urban development, the issue of policy co-ordination become ever more
important. The exploration of the 20 cities shows that many face similar difficulties while some also

provide interesting examples of innovative practice. The book concludes that the way forward is to find
strategies to link the different spheres of metropolitan action through 'organising connectivity'.
Territorial Governance across Europe Sep 26 2019 This book provides a comprehensive framework for
analysing, comparing and promoting territorial governance in policy relevant research. It reveals in-depth
considerations of the emergence, state-of-the art and evolution of the concept of territorial governance. A
unique series of ten case studies across Europe, from neighbourhood planning in North Shields in the
North East of England to climate change adaptation in the Baltic Sea Region, provides far-reaching
insights into a number of key elements of territorial governance. The book draws generalised empiricallybased conclusions and discusses modes of transferability of ‘good practices’. A number of suggestions are
presented as to how the main findings from this book can inform theories of territorial governance and
spatial policy and planning. Territorial Governance across Europe will be of considerable interest to
scholars around the world who are concerned with European studies, regional policy, urban and regional
planning, and human and political geography. It provides a solid debate on discourses, theories, concepts
and methods around the notion of territorial governance as well as a number of empirical findings from
various contexts across Europe. It specifically targets scholars involved in policy-relevant research.
Stretching Beyond the Horizon Dec 10 2020 In this innovative work Jean Hillier develops a new theory
for students and researchers of spatial planning and governance which is grounded primarily in the work
of Gilles Deleuze. The theory recognizes the complex interrelation between place qualities and the
multiple space-time relational dynamics of spatial governance. Using empirical examples from England
and Australia, Hillier identifies the power of networks and trajectories through which various actors
territorialize space and explores the social and political responsibilities of spatial managers and decisionmakers. She considers what spatial planning and urban management practices could look like if they were
to be developed along Deleuzean lines, and suggests alternative framings for spatial practice: broad
trajectories or 'visions' of the longer-term future and shorter-term, location-specific detailed plans and
projects with collaboratively determined tangible goals.
Urban Governance, Spatial Planning and Economic Development in the 21th Century China Mar 13 2021
China's cities are subject to dramatic changes. Cities develop into Megacities, economic growth as well as
the drastic increase of traffic contribute to a profound transformation of urban infrastructure. However,
the processes are more visible than the stakeholders supporting such transformations. What are the
location factors, spatial principles and planning philosophies that direct the cities' growth and
reconstruction? The articles of this anthology investigate the above mentioned questions. Using various
case studies, they analyse processes of location choice and transformation in Chinese coastal Megacities
and in inland areas; they explore urban governance processes and - vice versa - also include the planning
concepts of rural areas.--Back cover.
The Governance of Place Apr 25 2022 Views on spatial planning and its role have changed significantly
over the past few years and the issues it deals with have become increasingly more complex. There are
more players involved in the development of a particular area or place than ever before and there is also a
greater interest in urban design issues. There are also new ways of conceiving of place, space and society
relations. It is therefore necessary that all those involved in the production, consumption and valuing of
places and territories develop and (re)learn new ways of analyzing and managing space. This volume
provides a platform for such a re-examination. It first discusses how spaces and places are understood and
conceptualized, and offers a dialogue between different approaches to the understanding of space,
emphasizing the need for a dynamic perspective. The book then goes on to examine the changing
governance processes through various case studies, which illustrate a range of innovative spatial planning
projects from across Europe and the United States. By bringing together an examination of both space and
the process through which the space is created and managed, this volume offers a unique multidimensional understanding of spatial planning and suggests new ways of negotiating how society should
shape and influence the transformation of places.
Implementing Effective It Governance and It Management Apr 01 2020 In all enterprises around the
world, the issues, opportunities and challenges of aligning IT more closely with the organization and
effectively governing an organizations IT investments, resources, major initiatives and superior
uninterrupted service is becoming a major concern of the Board and executive management. An

integrated and comprehensive approach to the alignment, planning, execution and governance of IT and
its resources has become critical to more effectively align, integrate, invest, measure, deploy, service and
sustain the strategic and tactical direction and value proposition of IT in support of organizations. Much
has been written and documented about the individual components of IT Governance such as strategic
planning, demand management, program and project management, IT service management, strategic
sourcing and outsourcing, performance management, metrics, compliance and others. Much less has been
written about a comprehensive and integrated approach
Participatory Governance Feb 09 2021 In recent years a new participatory governance dynamic has been
redefining relationships and responsibilities in the planning and implementation of policies and programs.
Participatory governance not only crosses public, private and associational sectors, but is also intraorganizational. It allows for individual and collective participation, and challenges longstanding norms of
institutional behavior. This book examines fresh evidence relating to planning, conflict mediation and
public decision-making processes in civil society by bringing together a multi-disciplinary team of
practitioners and scholars from North America, Europe, Africa and Australia. In an analysis which spans
institutional perspectives and operational concerns, the contributors explore the dynamics of stakeholder
involvement as deliberative processes constructed around the core idea of shared responsibility. The book
draws out important principles as to how this diversity of engagement can translate itself into more
effective public decision-making.
Politics and Conflict in Governance and Planning Nov 08 2020 Politics and Conflict in Governance
and Planning offers a critical evaluation of manifold ways in which the political dimension is reflected in
contemporary planning and governance. While the theoretical debates on post-politics and the wider
frame of post-foundational political theory provide substantive explanations for the crisis in planning and
governance, still there is a need for a better understanding of how the political is manifested in the
planning contents, shaped by institutional arrangements and played out in the planning processes. This
book undertakes a reassessment of the changing role of the political in contemporary planning and
governance. Employing a wide range of empirical research conducted in several regions of the world, it
draws a more complex and heterogeneous picture of the context-specific depoliticisation and
repoliticisation processes taking place in local and regional planning and governance. It shows not only
the domination of market forces and the consequent suppression of the political but also how political
conflicts and struggles are defined, tackled and transformed in view of the multifaceted rules and
constraints recently imposed to local and regional planning. Switching the focus to how strategies and
forms of depoliticised governance can be repoliticised through renewed planning mechanisms and sociopolitical mobilisation, Politics and Conflict in Governance and Planning is a critical and much needed
contribution to the planning literature and its incorporation of the post-politics and post-democracy
debate.
Planning Against the Political Dec 22 2021 This book brings together a number of highly innovative and
thought provoking contributions from European researchers in territorial governance-related fields such as
human geography, planning studies, sociology, and management studies. The contributions share the
ambition of highlighting troubling contemporary tendencies where spatial planning and territorial
governance can be seen to circumscribe or subvert ‘due democratic practice’ and the democratic ethos.
The book also functions as an introduction to some of the central strands of contemporary political
philosophy, discussing their relevance for the wider field of planning studies and the development of new
planning practices.
Planning Singapore Dec 30 2019 Two hundred years ago, Sir Stamford Raffles established the modern
settlement of Singapore with the intent of seeing it become ‘a great commercial emporium and fulcrum’.
But by the time independence was achieved in 1965, the city faced daunting problems of housing
shortage, slums and high unemployment. Since then, Singapore has become one of the richest countries
on earth, providing, in Sir Peter Hall’s words, ‘perhaps the most extraordinary case of economic
development in the history of the world’. The story of Singapore’s remarkable achievements in the first
half century after its independence is now widely known. In Planning Singapore: The Experimental City,
Stephen Hamnett and Belinda Yuen have brought together a set of chapters on Singapore’s planning
achievements, aspirations and challenges, which are united in their focus on what might happen next in

the planning of the island-state. Chapters range over Singapore’s planning system, innovation and future
economy, housing, biodiversity, water and waste, climate change, transport, and the potential
transferability of Singapore’s planning knowledge. A key question is whether the planning approaches,
which have served Singapore so well until now, will suffice to meet the emerging challenges of a
changing global economy, demographic shifts, new technologies and the existential threat of climate
change. Singapore as a global city is becoming more unequal and more diverse. This has the potential to
weaken the social compact which has largely existed since independence and to undermine the social
resilience undoubtedly needed to cope with the shocks and disruptions of the twenty-first century. The
book concludes, however, that Singapore is better-placed than most to respond to the challenges which it
will certainly face thanks to its outstanding systems of planning and implementation, a proven capacity to
experiment and a highly developed ability to adapt quickly, purposefully and pragmatically to changing
circumstances.
Corporate Governance and Globalization Jun 27 2022 "The book links studies of corporate governance
with surveys of efficiencies and failures in international financial markets, as well as examining aspects of
corporate governance systems that have special significance for the management of economic policies as
globalization continues. The contributors advocate increased international cooperation to promote more
structural complementarities in the world economy."--BOOK JACKET.
Modernising School Governance Oct 20 2021 Modernising School Governance examines the impact of
recent market-based reforms on the role of governors in the English state education system. A focus of the
book concerns how government and non-government demands for ‘strong governance’ have been
translated to mean improved performance management of senior school leaders and greater monitoring
and disciplining of governors. This book addresses fundamental questions about the neoliberal logic
underpinning these reforms and how governors are being trained and responsibilised in new ways to
enhance the integrity of these developments. Drawing on large-scale research conducted over three years,
the book examines the impact of these reforms on the day to day practices of governors and the
diminished role of democracy in these contexts. Wilkins also captures the economic and political
rationalities shaping the conduct of governors at this time and traces these expressions to wider structural
developments linked to depoliticisation, decentralisation and disintermediation. This book addresses
timely and original issues concerning the role of corporate planning and expert handling to state education
at a time of increased school autonomy, shrinking local government support/oversight, and tight,
centralised accountability. It will appeal to researchers and postgraduate students in disciplines of
education, sociology, political science, public policy and management. It will also be of interest to
researchers and policy makers from countries with similar or emerging quasi-market education systems.
Information Governance Jul 25 2019 Proven and emerging strategies for addressing document and
records management risk within the framework of information governance principles and best practices
Information Governance (IG) is a rapidly emerging "super discipline" and is now being applied to
electronic document and records management, email, social media, cloud computing, mobile computing,
and, in fact, the management and output of information organization-wide. IG leverages information
technologies to enforce policies, procedures and controls to manage information risk in compliance with
legal and litigation demands, external regulatory requirements, and internal governance objectives.
Information Governance: Concepts, Strategies, and Best Practices reveals how, and why, to utilize IG and
leverage information technologies to control, monitor, and enforce information access and security
policies. Written by one of the most recognized and published experts on information governance,
including specialization in e-document security and electronic records management Provides big picture
guidance on the imperative for information governance and best practice guidance on electronic document
and records management Crucial advice and insights for compliance and risk managers, operations
managers, corporate counsel, corporate records managers, legal administrators, information technology
managers, archivists, knowledge managers, and information governance professionals IG sets the policies
that control and manage the use of organizational information, including social media, mobile computing,
cloud computing, email, instant messaging, and the use of e-documents and records. This extends to ediscovery planning and preparation. Information Governance: Concepts, Strategies, and Best Practices
provides step-by-step guidance for developing information governance strategies and practices to manage

risk in the use of electronic business documents and records.
Fuzzy Planning Jan 29 2020 Many of the key notions associated with spatial planning are essentially
’fuzzy’ in their nature. For example, while almost everyone accepts ’sustainability’ as an important goal
of planning, the actions of the actors involved can render the achieved ’sustainability’ minimal, or even
counterproductive. Putting forward an innovative way of looking at planning problems and policies, this
volume suggests actor-consulting is important in addressing the fuzzy nature of planning. A tool to
address differences in understanding, actor-consulting is based on an analysis of actor motives,
perceptions and contributions. By inviting all actors to express their desired, actual and potential
contributions to achieving an agreed outcome to a local policy issue, decision-makers have a means to
develop their goals in line with the roles, motivation, perception and behaviour of the various actors
involved. Including contributions from Patsy Healy, Johan Woltjer, Don Miller and Karel Martens, the
book presents a variety of case studies which demonstrate the use of the actor-consulting model in
addressing planning issues.
Regimes of Exception in Urban Planning and Governance Sep 18 2021
Architecture and Patterns for IT Service Management, Resource Planning, and Governance Feb 21 2022
IT in a World of Continuous Improvement -- Architecture Approach -- Patterns for the IT Processes -Patterns for the IT Lifecycles -- APPENDIX A: Extended Definitions for the IT Architectural -APPENDIX B: Fundamentals of Computing for the Business -- APPENDIX C: Production and Services
-- REFERENCES -- INDEX.
Adaptive Governance and Water Conflict May 03 2020 Water policy seems in perpetual crisis.
Increasingly, conflicts extend beyond the statutory authority, competence, geographical jurisdictions, and
political constituencies of highly specialized governing authorities. While other books address specific
policy approaches or the application of adaptive management strategies to specific problems, this is the
first book to focus more broadly on adaptive governance, or the evolution of new institutions that attempt
to resolve conflicts among competing authorities. Adaptive Governance and Water Conflict investigates
new types of water conflicts among users in the seemingly water-rich Eastern United States. Eight case
studies of water quality, water quantity, and habitat preservation or restoration in Florida were chosen to
span the range of conflicts crossing fragmented regulatory boundaries. Each begins with a history of the
conflict and then focuses on the innovative institutional arrangements - some successful, some not - that
evolved to grapple with the resulting challenges. In the chapters that follow, scholars and practitioners in
urban planning, political science, engineering, law, policy, administration, and geology offer different
theoretical and experience-based perspectives on the cases. Together, they discuss five challenges that
new institutions must overcome to develop sustainable solutions for water users: Who is to be involved in
the policy process? How are they to interact? How is science to be used? How are users and the public to
be made aware? How can solutions be made efficient and equitable? In its diverse perspectives and
unique combination of theory, application, and analysis, Adaptive Governance and Water Conflict will be
a valuable book for water professionals, policy scientists, students, and scholars in natural resource
planning and management.
Planning Ideas That Matter Jul 05 2020 Leading theorists and practitioners trace the evolution of key
ideas in urban and regional planning over the last hundred years Over the past hundred years of
urbanization and suburbanization, four key themes have shaped urban and regional planning in both
theory and practice: livability, territoriality, governance, and reflective professional practice. Planning
Ideas That Matter charts the trajectories of these powerful planning ideas in an increasingly
interconnected world. The contributors, leading theorists and practitioners, discuss livability in terms of
such issues as urban density, land use, and the relationship between the built environment and natural
systems; examine levels of territorial organization, drawing on literature on regionalism, metropolitanism,
and territorial competition; describe the ways planning connects to policy making and implementation in
a variety of political contexts; and consider how planners conceive of their work and learn from practice.
Throughout, the emphasis is on how individuals and institutions—including government, business,
professional organizations, and universities—have framed planning problems and ideas. The focus is less
on techniques and programs than on the underlying concepts that have animated professional discourse
over the years. The book is recommended for classroom use, as a reference for scholars and practitioners,

and as a history of planning for those interested in the development of the field.
STRETCHING BEYOND THE HORIZON. May 27 2022
Urban Planning, Management and Governance in Emerging Economies Aug 06 2020 Exploring how
urban professionals plan, manage and govern cities in emerging economies, this insightful book studies
the actions and instruments they employ. It highlights how the paradigms of interventions and approaches
to urban management are shifting, indicating that urban governance is becoming increasingly important in
dealing with wicked issues, like climate change and social and economic inequalities in cities.
Urban Governance and Smart City Planning Jun 15 2021 In a changing climate characterised by rapid
urbanisation it is increasingly difficult to devise resilient urban governance models which also preserve
the environment. This book takes Singapore, the incontestable leader in this field, as a case study, delving
into the triumphant story of its successes in urban governance and smart city planning.
Beyond Metropolis Nov 20 2021 Beyond Metropolis builds on studies conducted during the 1990s under
the Centre for Human Settlements at the University of British Columbia.
Neighbourhood planning May 15 2021 Neighbourhood Planning offers a critical analysis of communitybased planning in England. A lively examination of planning practices, it sketches the value, rationale,
and limits of collaboration within this endeavor, arguing that planning power should shift from the public
realm to local communities. The authors question the extent to which movement toward genuine local
partnerships— and the consensus required for them—can be achieved through rescaling, as opposed to
greater efforts spent building relationships and generating trust in the communities affected. In doing so,
they highlight the potential contribution such planning practices can make to the development of a
collaborative democracy.
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